Tube End Forming Machines

- Expanding, Swaging, Reducing, Notching and Curling functions
- Up to 4 precise forming heads available
- Various machine configurations based on cycle time and line layout requirements
- Custom end forming tooling designed and manufactured in-house
- Applications: exhaust systems, muffler, automotive tubes and pipes

Examples of Finished End Profiles

- Double Flanged
- Straight Expanded
- Curved Expanded
- Both Ends Formed
Standard Tube End Forming Machines

Two Head

Four Head

End Forming Tools

Expanding

Reducing

Slotting

Notching
One Head End Forming Machine with Leak Tester

Includes 1 forming head for reducing, swaging or expanding, and a leak tester.

Two Head End Forming Machine

Includes 2 forming heads for expanding and reducing, and a unique device to prevent tool damage. Poka Yoke techniques are implemented.
Three Head End Forming Machine

Pipe Swaging Machine

Pipe End Swaging Machine

Swaged End Profile

Swaging Tooling
Metal Forming Machinery and Tooling Manufacturer
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